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Abstract—Binary diffing analysis quantitatively measures the
differences between two given binaries and produces fine-grained
basic block level matching. It has been widely used to enable
different kinds of critical security analysis. However, all existing
program analysis and machine learning based techniques suffer
from low accuracy, poor scalability, coarse granularity, or require
extensive labeled training data to function. In this paper, we propose an unsupervised program-wide code representation learning
technique to solve the problem. We rely on both the code semantic
information and the program-wide control flow information to
generate basic block embeddings. Furthermore, we propose a khop greedy matching algorithm to find the optimal diffing results
using the generated block embeddings. We implement a prototype
called D EEP B IN D IFF and evaluate its effectiveness and efficiency
with a large number of binaries. The results show that our tool
outperforms the state-of-the-art binary diffing tools by a large
margin for both cross-version and cross-optimization-level diffing.
A case study for OpenSSL using real-world vulnerabilities further
demonstrates the usefulness of our system.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Binary Code Differential Analysis, a.k.a, binary diffing,
is a fundamental analysis capability, which aims to quantitatively measure the similarity between two given binaries and
produce the fine-grained basic block level matching. Given
two input binaries, it precisely characterizes the programwide differences by generating the optimal matching among
basic blocks with quantitative similarity scores. It not only
presents precise, fine-grained and quantitative results about the
differences at a whole binary scale but also explicitly reveals
how code evolves across different versions or optimization
levels. Because of the precision and fine-granularity, it has
enabled many critical security usages in various scenarios
when program-wide analysis is required, such as changed
parts locating [1], malware analysis [28], [45], security patch
analysis [55], [38], binary wide plagiarism detection [40] and
patch-based exploit generation [11]. As a result, binary diffing
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has been an active research focus. In general, existing works
can be put into two categories.
Traditional Approaches. BinDiff [10], which is the de facto
commercial binary diffing tool, performs many-to-many graph
isomorphism detection [35] on callgraph and control-flow
graph (CFG), and leverages heuristics (e.g., function name,
graph edge MD index) to match functions and basic blocks.
Other static analysis based techniques perform matching on
the generated control and data flow graphs [25], [30], [49],
[27] or decompose the graphs into fragments [20], [17], [18],
[40] for similarity detection. Most of these approaches consider
only the syntax of instructions rather than the semantics, which
can be critical during analysis, especially when dealing with
different compiler optimization techniques. Moreover, graph
matching algorithms such as Hungarian algorithm [35] are
expensive and cannot guarantee optimal matching.
Another line of research utilizes dynamic analysis. These
techniques carry out the analysis by directly executing the
given code [26], [53], performing dynamic slicing [44] or
tainting [43] on the given binaries, and checking the semantic
level equivalence based on the information collected during
the execution. In general, these techniques excel at extracting semantics of the code and have good resilience against
compiler optimizations and code obfuscation but usually suffer
from poor scalability and incomplete code coverage, due to the
nature of the dynamic analysis.
Learning-based Approaches. Recent works have leveraged
the advance of machine learning to tackle the binary diffing problem. Various techniques [29], [54], [58], [23] have
been proposed to leverage graph representation learning techniques [16], [42], [37] and incorporate code information into
embeddings (i.e., high dimensional numerical vectors). Then
they use these embeddings for similarity detection. InnerEye [58] and Asm2Vec [23] further rely on NLP techniques
to automatically extract semantic information and generate
embeddings for diffing. These approaches embrace two major
advantages over the traditional static and dynamic approaches:
1) higher accuracy as they incorporate unique features of
the code into the analysis by using either manual engineered
features [29], [54] or deep learning based automatic methods [23], [58]; 2) better scalability since they avoid heavy
graph matching algorithm or dynamic execution. What’s more,
the learning process can be significantly accelerated by GPUs.

Our Approach. To this end, we propose an unsupervised
deep neural network based program-wide code representation
learning technique for binary diffing. In particular, our technique first learns basic block embeddings via unsupervised
deep learning. Each learned embedding represents a specific
basic block by carrying both the semantic information of the
basic block and the contextual information from the ICFG.
These embeddings are then used to efficiently and accurately
calculate the similarities among basic blocks.

Limitations. Despite the advantages, we identify three major
limitations of the existing learning-based approaches.
First, no existing learning-based technique can perform
efficient program-wide binary diffing at a fine-grained basic
block level. Most of the current techniques conduct diffing at
a granularity of functions [29], [54], [36], [23], [39]. InnerEye [58] is the only learning-based technique that achieves
basic block level granularity. Nevertheless, it is not scalable
enough for program-wide binary diffing due to its design.
Each calculation of basic block similarity has to go through a
complex neural network (with a total of 3,700,440 parameters
in the current implementation), which significantly affects the
performance. To evaluate the scalability, we use pre-trained
models from the authors [7] and measure the performance. The
results show that it takes an average of 0.6ms for InnerEye to
process one pair of blocks. Note that a binary diffing could
easily involve millions of basic block distance calculations.
Therefore, it takes hours for InnerEye to finish diffing between
two small binaries unless a powerful GPU is used. As aforementioned, fine-grained binary diffing is an essential analysis,
upon which many critical security analyses can be built. Hence,
a fine-grained and efficient diffing tool is strongly desired.

To achieve this goal, we modify state-of-the-art NLP
technique Word2Vec [42] to extract semantic information for
tokens (opcode and operands), and further assemble basic
block level feature vectors. Hence, these feature vectors contain the semantic information for blocks. Modeling opcode
and operand separately also eliminates the OOV problem.
Then, we model the basic block embedding generation as a
network representation learning problem and feed the feature
vectors into Text-associated DeepWalk algorithm (TADW) [56]
to generate basic block embeddings that contain program-wide
control flow contextual information. Consequently, these basic
block embeddings contain both the program-wide contextual
information and the semantics from the basic blocks. Finally,
we present a k-hop greedy matching algorithm to match basic
blocks to cope with compiler optimizations including function
inlining and basic block reordering.

Second, none of the learning-based techniques considers
both program-wide dependency information and basic block
semantic information during analysis. The program-wide dependency information, which can be extracted from the interprocedural control flow graph (ICFG), provides the contextual
information of a basic block. It is particularly useful in
binary diffing as one binary could contain multiple very similar functions, and the program-wide contextual information
can be vital to differentiate these functions as well as the
blocks within them. Basic block semantic information, on
the other hand, characterizes the uniqueness of each basic
block. InnerEye [58] extracts basic block semantic information
with NLP techniques [42] but only considers local control
dependency information within a small code component by
adopting the Longest Common Subsequence. Asm2Vec [23]
generates random walks only within functions to learn token
and function embeddings.

We implement a prototype D EEP B IN D IFF, and conduct
an extensive evaluation with representative datasets containing
113 C binaries and 10 C++ binaries. The evaluation shows
that our tool soundly outperforms state-of-the-art techniques
BinDiff and Asm2Vec, for both cross-version and crossoptimization-level diffing. Furthermore, we conduct a case
study using real-world vulnerabilities in OpenSSL [9] and
show that our tool has unique advantages when analyzing
vulnerabilities.
Contributions. The contributions of this paper are as follows:

Third, most of the existing learning-based techniques [55],
[36], [58], [39] are built on top of supervised learning. Thus,
the performance is heavily dependent on the quality of training
data. To begin with, we argue that a large, representative
and balanced training dataset can be very hard to collect,
because of the extreme diversity of the binary programs.
Also, supervised learning could suffer from the overfitting
problem [22]. Moreover, state-of-the-art supervised learning
technique InnerEye [58] considers a whole instruction (opcode
+ operands) as a word, therefore, may lead to serious outof-vocabulary (OOV) problem. To show this, we follow the
same preprocessing step described in the paper and evaluate
the pre-trained model using the same dataset CoreUtils v8.29.
The results show that the pre-trained model could only achieve
an average of 78.37% instruction coverage for the binaries in
CoreUtils v8.29. In other words, 21.63% of the instruction
cannot be modeled, as compared to only 3.7% reported in the
paper. This is due to the fact that we use GCC compiler while
clang was used in the InnerEye paper. Nonetheless, it shows
that the InnerEye model could easily become much less useful
when facing even a small change in the test setting.

•

We propose a novel unsupervised program-wide code
representation learning technique for binary diffing.
Our technique relies on both the code semantic information and the program-wide control-flow graph
contextual information to generate high quality basic
block embeddings. Then we propose a k-hop greedy
matching algorithm to obtain the optimal results.

•

We implement a prototype D EEP B IN D IFF. It first
extracts semantic information by leveraging NLP techniques. Then, it performs TADW algorithm to generate
basic block embeddings that contain both the semantic
and the program-wide dependency information.

•

An extensive evaluation shows that D EEP B IN D IFF
could outperform state-of-the-art binary diffing tools
for both cross-version and cross-optimization-level
diffing. A case study further demonstrates the usefulness of D EEP B IN D IFF with real-world vulnerabilities.

To facilitate further research, we have made the source code
and dataset publicly available.1
1 https://github.com/deepbindiff/DeepBinDiff
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II.

embraces an unsupervised learning approach to generate embeddings and utilizes them to efficiently calculate the similarity
scores between basic blocks. Second, our system uses a khop greedy matching algorithm to generate the matching
M (p1 , p2 ).

P ROBLEM S TATEMENT

A. Problem Definition
Given two binary programs, binary diffing precisely measures the similarity and characterizes the differences between
the two binaries at a fine-grained basic block level. We
formally define binary diffing problem as follows:

The whole system consists of three major components: 1)
pre-processing; 2) embedding generation and 3) code diffing.
Pre-processing, which can be further divided into two subcomponents: CFG generation and feature vector generation, is
responsible for generating two pieces of information: interprocedural control-flow graphs (ICFGs) and feature vectors
for basic blocks. Once generated, the two results are sent to
embedding generation component that utilizes TADW technique [48] to learn the graph embeddings for each basic block.
D EEP B IN D IFF then makes use of the generated basic block
embeddings and performs a k-hop greedy matching algorithm
for code diffing at basic block level.

Definition 1. Given two binary programs p1 = (B1 , E1 ) and
p2 = (B2 , E2 ), binary diffing aims to find the optimal basic
block matching that maximizes the similarity between p1 and
p2 :
SIM (p1, p2) =

max

m1 ,m2 ,...,mk ∈M (p1 ,p2 )

k
X

sim(mi ), where:

i=1
0

0

0

•

B1 = {b1 , b2 , ..., bn } and B2 = {b1 , b2 , ..., bm } are
two sets containing all the basic blocks in p1 and p2 ;

•

Each element e in E ⊆ B × B corresponds to control
flow dependency between two basic blocks;

•

Each element mi in M (p1 , p2 ) represents a matching
0
pair between bi and bj ;

•

sim(mi ) defines the quantitative similarity score between two matching basic blocks.

IV.

Pre-processing analyzes binaries and produces inputs for
embedding generation. More specifically, it produces interprocedural CFGs for binaries and applies a token embedding
generation model to generate embeddings for each token
(opcode and operands). These generated token embeddings are
further transformed into basic block level feature vectors.

Therefore, the problem can be transformed into two subtasks: 1) discover sim(mi ) that quantitatively measures the
similarity between two basic blocks; 2) find the optimal
matching between two sets of basic blocks M (p1, p2).

A. CFG Generation
By combining the call graph with the control-flow graphs
of each function, D EEP B IN D IFF leverages IDA pro [5] to extract basic block information, and generates an inter-procedural
CFG (ICFG) that provides program-wide contextual information. This information is particularly useful when differentiating semantically similar basic blocks in dissimilar contexts.

B. Assumptions
We list the following assumptions on the given inputs:
•

Only stripped binaries, no source or symbol information is given. COTS binaries are often stripped and
malicious binaries do not carry symbols for obvious
reasons.

•

Binaries are not packed, but can be transformed with
different compiler optimization techniques, which can
lead to distinctive binaries even with the same source
code input. For packed malware binaries, we assume
they are first unpacked before they are presented to
our tool.

•

Two input binaries are for the same architecture. So
far D EEP B IN D IFF supports x86 binaries since they
are the most prevalent in real world. D EEP B IN D IFF
could be extended to handle cross-architecture diffing
via analysis on an Intermediate Representation (IR)
level. We leave it as future work.
III.

P RE - PROCESSING

B. Feature Vector Generation
Besides the control dependency information carried by
ICFGs, D EEP B IN D IFF also takes into account the semantic
information by generating feature vector for each basic block.
The whole process consists of two subtasks: token embedding
generation and feature vector generation. More specifically, we
first train a token embedding model derived from Word2Vec
algorithm [42], and then use this model to generate token
(opcode or operand) embeddings. And eventually we generate feature vectors for basic blocks from token embeddings.
Figure 2 shows the four major steps for the feature vector
generation process.
Random Walks. When distilling semantics of each token,
we would like to make use of the instructions around it as
its context. Therefore, we need to serialize ICFGs to extract
control flow dependency information. As depicted in Step 1
in Figure 2, we generate random walks in ICFGs so that each
walk contains one possible execution path of the binary. To
ensure the completeness of basic block coverage, we configure
the walking engine so that every basic block is guaranteed to
be contained by at least 2 random walks. Further, each random
walk is set to have a length of 5 basic blocks to carry enough
control flow information. Then, we put random walks together
to generate a complete instruction sequence for training.

A PPROACH OVERVIEW

Figure 1 delineates the system architecture of D EEP B IN D IFF. Red squares represent generated intermediate data
during analysis. As shown, the system takes as input two
binaries and outputs the basic block level diffing results. The
system solves the two tasks mentioned in Section II-A by
using two major techniques. First, to calculate sim(mi ) that
quantitatively measures basic block similarity, D EEP B IN D IFF
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Fig. 1: Overview of D EEP B IN D IFF.
Normalization. Before sending the instruction sequence to
train our Word2Vec model, the serialized codes may still
contain some differences due to various compilation choices.
To refine the code, D EEP B IN D IFF adopts a normalization
process shown as Step 2 in Figure 2. Our system conducts
the normalization using the following rules : 1) all numeric
constant values are replaced with string ‘im’; 2) all general
registers are renamed according to their lengths; 3) pointers
are replaced with string ‘ptr’. Notice that we do not follow
InnerEye [58] where all the string literals are replaced with
<STR>, because the string literals can be useful to distinguish
different basic blocks.

computation, Word2Vec adopts the hierarchical softmax as a
computationally efficient approximation [42].
To train the token embedding generation model, we modify
the Word2Vec CBOW model which uses words around a target
word as context. In our case, we consider each token (opcode
or operand) as word, normalized random walks on top of
ICFGs to be sentences and instructions around each token as
its context. For example, step 3 in Figure 2 shows that the
current token is cmp (shown in red), so we use one instruction
before and another instruction after (shown in green) in the
random walk as the context. If the target instruction is at the
block boundary (e.g., first instruction in the block), then only
one adjacent instruction will be considered as its context.

Model Training. D EEP B IN D IFF considers the generated random walks as sentence for our modified version of Word2Vec
algorithm [42] and learns the token embeddings by training
a token embedding model to the normalized random walks.
Note that model training is only a one-time effort.

Feature Vector Generation. Feature vectors for basic blocks
are then generated based on the token embeddings. Since
each basic block could contain multiple instructions and each
instruction in turn involves one opcode and potentially multiple
operands, we calculate the average of the operand embeddings,
concatenate with the opcode embedding to generate instruction
embedding, and further sum up the instructions within the
block to formulate the block feature vector.

A word embedding is simply a vector, which is learned
from the given articles to capture the contextual semantic
meaning of the word. There exist multiple methods to generate
vector representations of words including the most popular
Continuous Bag-of-Words model (CBOW) and Skip-Gram
model proposed by Mikolov et al. [42]. Here we utilize the
CBOW model which predicates target from its context.

Additionally, because of different compilers and optimizations, instructions may not be of equal importance in terms
of diffing. For instance, GCC v5.4 compiler uses 3 mov
instructions to set up a printf call under O0 optimization but
uses only 1 mov instruction with O3 optimization. In this
case, mov instruction is less important than call instruction
during matching. To tackle this problem, D EEP B IN D IFF adopts
a weighting strategy to adjust the weights of opcodes based
on the opcodes importance with TF-IDF model [50]. The
calculated weight indicates how important one instruction is
to the block that contains it in all the blocks within two input
binaries.

Given a sequence of training words w1 , w2 , ..., wt , the objective of the model is to maximize the average log probability
J(w) as shown in Equation 1
T
1X X
J(w) =
log p(wt+j |wt )
T t=1

(1)

−c≤j≤c

where c is the sliding window for context and p(wt+j |wt )
is the softmax function defined as Equation 2.
T
exp(vw
v )
t wk
T
exp(v
wt vwi )
wi ∈Ct

p(wk ∈ Ct |wt ) = P

Particularly, for an instruction ini containing an opcode pi
and a set of k (could be zero) operands Setti , we model the
instruction embedding as the concatenation of two terms: 1)
opcode embedding embedpi multiplies by its TF-IDF weight
weightpi ; 2) the average of operand embeddings embedtin .
Therefore, for a block b = {in1 , in2 , .., inj } containing j
instructions, its feature vector F Vb is the sum of its instruction

(2)

where vwt , vwk and vwi are the vector representations
of wt , wk and wi . To further improve the efficiency of the
4

embeddings, as depicted in Equation 3.

j
X
F Vb =
(embedpi ∗weightpi ||
i=1

B. Graph Merging
Since we have two ICFGs (one for each binary), the most
intuitive way is to run TADW twice for the two graphs.
However, this method has two drawbacks. First, it is less efficient to perform matrix factorization twice. Second, generating
embeddings separately can miss some important indicators for
similarity detection.

k
X
1
∗
embedtin ) (3)
|Setti | n=1

Our token embedding generation model shares some similarity with Asm2Vec [23], which also uses instructions around
a target token as context. Nonetheless, our model has a fundamentally different design goal. D EEP B IN D IFF learns token
embeddings via program-wide random walks while Asm2Vec
is trying to learn function and token embeddings at the same
time and only within the function. Therefore, we choose to
modify Word2Vec CBOW model while Asm2Vec leverages
the PV-DM model.
V.

For example, Figure 4 shows two ICFGs and each has a
basic block that calls fread and another basic block that has
a reference to string ‘hello’. Ideally, these two pairs of nodes
(‘a’ and ‘1’, ‘d’ and ‘3’) are likely to match. However, in
practice, the feature vectors of these basic blocks may not
look very similar as one basic block could contain multiple
instructions while the call or the string reference is just one
of them. Besides, the two pairs also have different contextual
information (node ‘a’ has no incoming edge but ‘1’ does). As
a result, TADW may not generate similar embeddings for the
two pairs of nodes.

E MBEDDING G ENERATION

We propose graph merging to alleviate this problem. That
is, the two ICFGs are merged and TADW runs only once on the
merged graph. Particularly, D EEP B IN D IFF extracts the string
references and detects external library calls and system calls.
Then, it creates virtual nodes for strings and library functions,
and draws edges from the callsites to these virtual nodes.
Hence, two graphs are merged into one on terminal virtual
nodes. By doing so, node ‘a’ and ‘1’ have at least one common
neighbor, which boosts the similarity between them. Further,
neighbors of node ‘a’ and ‘1’ also have higher similarity since
they share similar neighbors. Moreover, since we only merge
the graphs on terminal nodes, the original graph structures stay
unchanged.

Based on the ICFGs and feature vectors generated in the
prior steps, basic block embeddings are generated so that similar basic blocks can be associated with similar embeddings.
To do so, D EEP B IN D IFF first merges the two ICFGs into one
graph and then models the problem as a network representation
learning problem to generate basic block embeddings using
Text-associated DeepWalk algorithm (TADW) [56].
Since the most important building basic block for this
component is the TADW algorithm, we first describe the
algorithm in detail and present how basic block embeddings
are generated. Then, we justify the need of graph merging and
report how D EEP B IN D IFF accomplishes it.

C. Basic Block Embeddings
A. TADW algorithm

With the merged graph, D EEP B IN D IFF leverages TADW
algorithm to generate basic block embeddings. More specifically, D EEP B IN D IFF feeds the merged graph and the basic
block feature vectors into TADW for multiple iterations of
optimization. The algorithm factorizes the matrix M into three
matrices by minimizing the loss function depicted in Equation 4 using Alternating Least Squares (ALS) algorithm [34].
It stops when the loss converges or after a fixed n iterations.

Text-associated DeepWalk [56] is an unsupervised graph
embedding learning technique. As the name suggests, it is an
improvement over the DeepWalk algorithm [48].
DeepWalk algorithm is an online graph embedding learning
algorithm that considers a set of short truncated random walks
as a corpus in language modeling problem, and the graph
vertices as its own vocabulary. The embeddings are then
learned using random walks on the vertices in the graph.
Accordingly, vertices that share similar neighbours will have
similar embeddings. It excels at learning the contextual information from a graph. Nevertheless, it does not consider the
node features during analysis.

min ||M − W T HT ||2F +

W,H

λ2
(||W ||2F + ||H||2F )
2

(4)

On that account, each generated basic block embedding
contains not only the semantic information about the basic
block itself, but also the information from the ICFG structure.

As a result, Yang at el. [56] propose an improved algorithm
called Text-associated DeepWalk (TADW), which is able to
incorporate features of vertices into the network representation
learning process. They prove that DeepWalk is equivalent to
factorizing a matrix M ∈ R|v|×|v| where each entry Mij is
logarithm of the average probability that vertex vi randomly
walks to vertex vj in fixed steps. This discovery further leads
to TADW algorithm depicted in Figure 3. It shows that it is
possible to factorize the matrix M into the product of three
matrices: W ∈ Rk×|v| , H ∈ Rk×f and a text feature T ∈
Rf ×|v| . Then, W is concatenated with HT to produce 2kdimensional representations of vertices (embeddings).

VI.

C ODE D IFFING

D EEP B IN D IFF then performs code diffing. The goal is to
find a basic block level matching solution that maximizes
the similarity for the two input binaries. One spontaneous
choice is to perform linear assignment based on basic block
embeddings to produce an optimal matching. This method
2λ
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Fig. 2: Basic Block Feature Vector Generation.
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graph merging. Starting from the virtual nodes, the algorithm
calls ComputeInitialSet() in Ln.2 to extract direct neighbors
of the virtual nodes and finds best matching pairs among the
neighbors based on embeddings. For example, node ‘a’ and
‘1’ in Figure 4 will become one of the pairs in initial set.

|V|

T

H

Starting from there, the algorithm loops and explores the neighbors of the already matched pairs in
GetKHopN eighbors() in Ln.7-8 by exploring the merged
ICFG. It then sorts the similarities between neighbor basic blocks and picks the pair that bears highest similarity with a predefined threshold t of 0.6 by calling
F indM axU nmatched() in Ln.9. This process is repeated
until all k-hop neighbors of matched pairs are explored and
matched. Note that after the loop, there may still exist unmatched basic blocks due to unreachable code (dead code)
or low similarity within k-hop neighbors. Our method then
performs linear assignment using Hungarian algorithm [35]
and finds the optimal matching among them in Ln.16. Please
note that we only use the Hungarian algorithm occasionally for
small numbers of unmatched basic blocks, hence, its impact
on accuracy and efficiency is very minimal. Finally, it returns
Setmatched as the matching result, Seti as insertion basic
blocks and Setd as deletion basic blocks. 3 We set k to 4. More
details about parameter selection is presented in Section VII.

Fig. 3: TADW
ref: ‘hello’
a
b
d
call fread

c

ref: ‘hello’
a

ref: ‘hello’
1

b

2
3
call fread

ref: ‘hello’
1
2

c ‘hello’

d
call fread

3
call fread
fread

Fig. 4: Graph Merging

suffers from two major limitations. First, linear assignment can
be inefficient as binaries could contain enormous amount of
blocks. Second, although embeddings include some contextual
information, linear assignment itself does not consider any
graph information. Thus, it is still likely to make mistakes
when matching very similar basic blocks. A possible improvement is to conduct linear assignment at two levels. Rather
than matching basic blocks directly, we could match functions
first by generating function level embeddings. Then, basic
blocks within the matched functions can be further matched
using basic block embeddings. This approach, however, can
be severely thwarted by compiler optimizations that alter the
function boundary such as function inlining.

VII.

E VALUATION

In this section, we evaluate D EEP B IN D IFF with respect
to its effectiveness and efficiency for two different diffing scenarios: cross-version and cross-optimization-level. To our best
knowledge, this is the first research work that comprehensively
examines the effectiveness of program-wide binary diffing
tools under the cross-version setting. Furthermore, we conduct
a case study to demonstrate the usefulness of D EEP B IN D IFF
in real-world vulnerability analysis.

A. k-Hop Greedy Matching
To address this problem, we introduce a k-hop greedy
matching algorithm. The high-level idea is to benefit from the
ICFG contextual information and find matching basic blocks
based on the similarity calculated from basic block embeddings
within the k-hop neighbors of already matched ones.

A. Experimental Setup, Datasets & Baseline Techniques
Our experiments are performed on a moderate desktop
computer running Ubuntu 18.04LTS operating system with

As presented in Algorithm 1, the initial matching set
Setinitial are computed by using the virtual nodes during the

3 Insertions and deletions can happen when diffing between two different
versions of the binary.
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Algorithm 1 k-Hop Greedy Matching Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

Asm2Vec is designed only for function level similarity detection. We leverage its algorithm to generate embeddings, and
use the same k-hop greedy matching algorithm to perform
diffing. Therefore, we denote it as A SM 2V EC +k-H OP. Also,
to demonstrate the usefulness of the contextual information, we
modify D EEP B IN D IFF to exclude contextual information and
only include semantics information for embedding generation,
shown as D EEP B IN D IFF -C TX.

Setvirtualnodes ← {virtual nodes from merged graphs}
Setinitial ← ComputeInitialSet(Setvirtualnodes )
Setmatched ← Setinitial ; SetcurrP airs ← Setinitial
while SetcurrP airs != empty do
(node1 , node2 ) ← SetcurrP airs .pop()
nbnode1 ← GetKHopNeighbors(node1 )
nbnode2 ← GetKHopNeighbors(node2 )
newP air ← FindMaxUnmatched(nbnode1 , nbnode2 )
if newP air != null then
Setmatched ← Setmatched ∪ newP air
SetcurrP airs ← SetcurrP airs ∪ newP air
end if
end while
Setunreached ← {basic blocks that are not yet matched}
{Setm , Seti , Setd } ← LinearAssign(Setunreached )
Setmatched ← Setmatched ∪ Setm
output Setmatched , Seti , Setd as the diffing result

As mentioned in Section I, another state-of-the-art technique InnerEye [58] has scalability issue for binary diffing.
Hence, we only compare it with D EEP B IN D IFF using a set of
small binaries in Coreutils. Note that we also apply the same
k-hop greedy matching algorithm in InnerEye, and denote it
as I NNER E YE +k-H OP.
B. Ground Truth Collection
For the purpose of evaluation, we rely on source code level
matching and debug symbol information to conservatively
collect ground truth that indicates how basic blocks from two
binaries should match.

Intel Core i7 CPU, 16GB memory and no GPU. The feature vector generation and basic block embedding generation
components in D EEP B IN D IFF are expected to be significantly
faster if GPUs are utilized since they are built upon deep
learning models.

Particularly, for two input binaries, we first extract source
file names from the binaries and use Myers algorithm [46] to
perform text based matching for the source code in order to get
the line number matching. To ensure the soundness of our extracted ground truth, 1) we only collect identical lines of source
code as matching but ignore the modified ones; 2) our ground
truth collection conservatively removes the code statements
that lead to multiple basic blocks. Therefore, although our
source code matching is by no means complete, it is guaranteed
to be sound. Once we have the line number mapping between
the two binaries, we extract debug information to understand
the mapping between line numbers and program addresses.
Eventually, the ground truth is collected by examining the basic
blocks of the two binaries containing program addresses that
map to the matched line numbers.

Datasets. To thoroughly evaluate the effectiveness of D EEP B IN D IFF, we utilize three popular binary sets - Coreutils [2],
Diffutils [3] and Findutils [4] with a total of 113 binaries.
Multiple different versions of the binaries (5 versions for
Coreutils, 4 versions for Diffutils and 3 versions of Findutils)
are collected with wide time spans between the oldest and
newest versions (13, 15, and 7 years respectively). This setting
ensures that each version has enough distinctions so that binary
diffing results among them are meaningful and representative.
We then compile them using GCC v5.4 with 4 different
compiler optimization levels (O0, O1, O2 and O3) in order
to produce binaries equipped with different optimization techniques. This dataset is to show the effectiveness of D EEP B IN D IFF in terms of cross-optimization-level diffing. We randomly
select half of the binaries in our dataset for token embedding
model training.

Example. To collect the ground truth for basic block matching
between v5.93 and v8.30 of Coreutils binary chown, we first
extract the names of the source files and perform text-based
matching between the corresponding source files. By matching
the source files chown.c in the two versions, we know Ln.288
in v5.93 should be matched to Ln.273 in v8.30. Together with
the debug information extracted, a matching between address
0x401cf8 in v5.93 and address 0x4023fc in v8.30 can
be established. Finally, we generate basic blocks for the two
binaries. By checking the basic block addresses, we know basic
block 3 in v5.93 should be matched to basic block 13 in v8.30.

To demonstrate the effectiveness with C++ programs, we
also collect 2 popular open-source C++ projects LSHBOX [8]
and indicators [6], which contain plenty of virtual functions,
from GitHub. The two projects include 4 and 6 binaries respectively. In LSHBOX, the 4 binaries are psdlsh, rbslsh, rhplsh and
thlsh. And in indicators, there exist 6 binaries - blockprogressbar, multithreadedbar, progressbarsetprogress, progressbartick,
progressspinner and timemeter. For each project, we select 3
major versions and compile them with the default optimization
levels for testing.

C. Effectiveness
With the datasets and ground truth information, we evaluate the effectiveness of D EEP B IN D IFF by performing diffing
between binaries across different versions and optimization
levels, and comparing the results with the baseline techniques.

Finally, we leverage two different real-world vulnerabilities
in a popular crypto library OpenSSL [9] for a case study to
demonstrate the usefulness of D EEP B IN D IFF in practice.

Evaluation Metrics. We use precision and recall metrics to
measure the effectiveness of the diffing results produced by
diffing tools. The matching result M from D EEP B IN D IFF can
be presented as a set of basic block matching pairs with
a length of x as Equation 5. Similarly, the ground truth

Baseline Techniques. With the aforementioned datasets, we
compare D EEP B IN D IFF with two state-of-the-art baseline
techniques (Asm2Vec [23] and BinDiff [10]). Note that
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information G for the two binaries can be presented as a set of
basic block matching pairs with a length of y as Equation 6.
0

0

0

0

0

G = {(g1 , g1 ), (g2 , g2 ), ..., (gy , gy )}

(5)

(6)

We then introduce two subsets, Mc and Mu , which represent correct matching and unknown matching respectively.
Correct match Mc = M ∩ G is the intersection of our result
M and ground truth G. It gives us the correct basic block
matching pairs. Unknown matching result Mu represents the
basic block matching pairs in which no basic block ever
appears in ground truth. Thus, we have no idea whether these
matching pairs are correct. This could happen because of
the conservativeness of our ground truth collection process.
Consequently, M − Mu − Mc portrays the matching pairs
in M that are not in Mc nor in Mu , therefore, all pairs in
M − Mu − Mc are confirmed to be incorrect matching pairs.

Figure 5 and 6 further present the Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) figures of the F1-scores for three diffing
techniques on Coreutils binaries in both cross-version binary
diffing and cross-optimization-level diffing settings. Again,
from the CDF figures we can see that D EEP B IN D IFF -C TX,
A SM 2V EC +k-H OP and BinDiff have somewhat similar F1scores, while D EEP B IN D IFF performs much better. In a nutshell, D EEP B IN D IFF can exceed three baseline techniques by
large margins with respect to cross-version binary diffing.
1.0
0.8

Percentage

Once M and G are formally presented, the precision metric
presented in Equation 7 gives the percentage of correct matching pairs among all the known pairs (correct and incorrect).

1.0

DeepBinDiff
DeepBinDiff-Ctx
Asm2Vec+K-Hop
BinDiff

0.6
0.4
0.2

P recision =

||M ∩ G||
||M ∩ G|| + ||M − Mu − Mc ||

0.0

(7)

DeepBinDiff
DeepBinDiff-Ctx
Asm2Vec+K-Hop
BinDiff

0.8

Percentage

0

M = {(m1 , m1 ), (m2 , m2 ), ..., (mx , mx )}

higher precision in certain cases, such as the diffing between
v5.93 and v8.30. We investigate the details and see that BinDiff
has a very conservative matching strategy. It usually only
matches the basic blocks with very high similarity score and
leaves the other basic blocks unmatched. Therefore, BinDiff
generates much shorter matching list than D EEP B IN D IFF
that uses k-hop greedy matching to maximize the matching.
Nonetheless, D EEP B IN D IFF can achieve a higher average
precision by a large margin.

0.6
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F1-score
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(a) v5.93 compared with v8.30 (b) v6.4 compared with v8.30

The recall metric shown in Equation 8 is produced by
dividing the size of intersection of M and G with the size
of G. This metric shows the percentage of ground truth pairs
that are confirmed to be correctly matched.
(8)

0.6
0.4
0.2

Cross-version Diffing. In this experiment, we benchmark the
performance of D EEP B IN D IFF, BinDiff, D EEP B IN D IFF -C TX
and A SM 2V EC +k-H OP using different versions of binaries
(with the default O1 optimization level) in Coreutils, Diffutils
and Findutils. We report the average recall and precision results
for each tool under different experimental settings in Table I.
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Recall =
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(c) v7.6 compared with v8.30 (d) v8.1 compared with v8.30

Fig. 5: Cross-version Diffing F1-score CDF

As shown, D EEP B IN D IFF outperforms D EEP B IN D IFF C TX, A SM 2V EC +k-H OP and BinDiff across all versions of
the three datasets in terms of recall, especially when the two
diffed versions have a large gap. For example, for Coretuils
diffing between v5.93 and v8.30, D EEP B IN D IFF improves the
recall by 11.4%, 10% and 36.9% over D EEP B IN D IFF -C TX,
A SM 2V EC +k-H OP and BinDiff. Also, we can observe that
A SM 2V EC +k-H OP and D EEP B IN D IFF -C TX, which carry the
semantic information for tokens, has better recall than the defacto commercial tool BinDiff. This result shows that including
semantic information during analysis can indeed improve the
effectiveness. Moreover, the performance difference between
D EEP B IN D IFF -C TX and D EEP B IN D IFF shows that contextual
information can help boost the quality of diffing results by a
large margin.

Cross-optimization-level Diffing. We then conduct experiments to measure the effectiveness for cross-optimization-level
setting. Particularly, each binary is compiled and diffed three
times (O0 vs O3, O1 vs O3, O2 vs O3) and average recall and
precision results are reported in Table II.
As shown, D EEP B IN D IFF outperforms D EEP B IN D IFF C TX, A SM 2V EC +k-H OP and BinDiff for most of the settings with respect to recall as well as precision. There exist
only two exception for recall. In Diffutils v3.1 O1 vs O3,
D EEP B IN D IFF -C TX has a recall rate of 0.826, while D EEP B IN D IFF obtains a similar recall of 0.825. And in Diffutils
v3.6 O1 vs O3, A SM 2V EC +k-H OP has a slightly better recall
than D EEP B IN D IFF. This is because there are only 4 binaries
in Difftuils and most of them are small. In this special case,
program-wide structural information becomes less useful. As
a result, D EEP B IN D IFF -C TX and D EEP B IN D IFF also share

Notice that although D EEP B IN D IFF outperforms BinDiff
in terms of precision for most binaries, BinDiff can produce
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TABLE I: Cross-version Binary Diffing Results
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Fig. 6: Cross-optimization-level Diffing F1-score CDF
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similar recall rates for these binaries. Still, D EEP B IN D IFF
could outperform the baseline techniques for all other settings,
even for Diffutils. For precision, because of the conservativeness of BinDiff, it could achieve slightly better in some
cases. However, D EEP B IN D IFF still outperforms BinDiff for
most binaries as shown in average results. Also, the evaluation
shows that cross-optimization-level binary diffing is more
difficult than cross-version diffing since the recall and precision
rates are lower, because the compiler optimization techniques
could greatly transform the binaries.

Accuracy (F1-score)
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405184
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Binary Size (bytes)

Fig. 7: Binary Size vs. Accuracy

Binary Size vs. Accuracy. We further examine the relationship
between binary size and accuracy to see how the effectiveness
of our tool could be affected by the binary size. Intuitively, a
larger binary tends to have more basic blocks, and therefore,
resulting in a more complicated ICFG. Although a very

complicated ICFG may reduce our chance of matching the
correct basic blocks within a fix k hops, our algorithm should
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TABLE II: Cross-optimization-level Binary Diffing Results
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1.0

be able to extract more useful contextual information from the
ICFG. To evaluate this, we use all the O1 and O3 binaries in
our dataset to perform diffing, and record the results.
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Figure 7 shows the relationship between binary size and
accuracy. As shown in the figure, D EEP B IN D IFF can perform
quite stably regardless of the binary size. For example, D EEP B IN D IFF can achieve an average F1-score of 0.7 for binaries
with sizes of 60KB, and it can still achieve an average score
of 0.65 for binaries that are larger than 400KB.
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D. Parameter Selection
Fig. 8: Parameter Selection

Parameter selection, which contains hyperparameters in
embedding generation and parameters in k-hop greedy matching, is of great importance to the effectiveness of our system.
Hyperparameters such as the number of latent dimensions,
the number of walks started per vertex, and the harmonic
factor λ have been extensively discussed in DeepWalk [48]
and TADW [56]. Therefore, we simply use the default values.

we choose k to be 2, 3, 4 and 5 (with a fixed threshold=0.6),
and check the matching results respectively. The F1-score
CDF is displayed in Figure 8a. Results show that the average
F1-score steadily increases when a bigger k is chosen, and
becomes the highest when k=4. This means that when we
enlarge the search space up to 4 hops for matching basic block
pairs, the chance of finding the right match increases. However,
if we try to search within very large space (too many hops),
D EEP B IN D IFF may incorrectly match unrelated but somehow
similar basic blocks. Also, more runtime overhead can be
introduced.

For k-hop greedy matching, we need to tune two important
parameters: the number of hops k and the threshold t for
filtering matched pairs in F indM axU nmatched(). In particular, we choose different values for these parameters and
use D EEP B IN D IFF to perform binary diffing for 95 binaries
in CoreUtils version 6.4 and version 8.30 to understand the
impact.

Threshold. We then evaluate how threshold, which is to
guarantee that every pair of matching blocks should be similar
enough to certain degree, could affect the matching results. It

Number of Hops. To see how the effectiveness of D EEP B IN D IFF can be affected by the number of hops during matching,
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is distinctly useful when dealing with basic block deletions as
it ensures that D EEP B IN D IFF will not match two basic blocks
that are dissimilar but share the same context. Figure 8b illustrates the F1-score CDF when choosing different threshold.
More specifically, we set threshold to be 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and
0.7 (with a fixed k=4). As we can observe, the average F1score reaches the highest when threshold=0.6, but starts to
decline when choosing 0.7. This indicates that there exist some
matched basic block pairs that are transformed by compilers
and become less similar to each other. D EEP B IN D IFF is able
to tolerate these cases by selecting a proper threshold.

Runtime (seconds)
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Fig. 9: Binary Size vs. Runtime

E. Efficiency
of runtime overhead, can be significantly accelerated if GPUs
are used.

We then evaluate the efficiency of D EEP B IN D IFF, which
can be split into four: training time, preprocessing time,
embedding generation time and matching time.

F. Comparison with I NNER E YE +k-H OP

Training Time. Training is a one-time effort. We train our
token embedding generation model with the binaries in our
dataset. We stop the training for each binary when loss
converges or it hits 10000 steps. In total, It takes about 16
hours to finish the whole training process. A SM 2V EC +k-H OP
also needs to train its model, while BinDiff does not need
any training time. Note that the training process could be
significantly accelerated if GPUs are used.

InnerEye [58] is a recent research work that also leverages
deep learning technique to perform binary code similarity
comparison. To evaluate the performance improvement of
D EEP B IN D IFF, we compare our system with I NNER E YE +kH OP, which is an InnerEye variant that incorporates k-hop
greedy matching algorithm for optimal basic block matching.
We directly leverage the instruction embedding model and
similarity calculation model provided by InnerEye authors [7].
As discussed in Section I, InnerEye has serious scalability
issues for whole program binary diffing. Hence, we only select
10 small binaries listed in Table III for testing.

Preprocessing Time. D EEP B IN D IFF takes only an average of
8.2s to finish the graph generation on one binary using IDA
pro. Then, it applies the pre-trained model to generate token
embeddings and calculates the feature vectors for each basic
block. These two steps take less than 100ms for one binary.

More specifically, we use the tools to perform both crossversion and cross-optimization-level diffing for the selected
binaries. The results show that D EEP B IN D IFF can outperform
I NNER E YE +k-H OP in all settings for both recall and precision.
For example, our system can achieve an average recall rate of
0.553 for cross-version diffing, while I NNER E YE +k-H OP can
only reach an average recall rate of 0.384. We further compare
the two tools from an efficiency perspective. On average, it
takes I NNER E YE +k-H OP 1953 seconds to finish one binary
diffing, whereas D EEP B IN D IFF only needs an average time of
62 seconds to finish the diffing.

Embedding Generation. The most heavy part of D EEP B IN D IFF is the embedding generation, which utilizes TADW to
factorize a matrix. On average, it takes 591s to finish one
binary diffing. One way to accelerate the process is to use
a more efficient algorithm instead of the ALS algorithm used
in TADW. For example, CCD++ [57] is demonstrated to be 40
times faster than ALS.
Matching Time. k-hop greedy matching algorithm is efficient
in that it limits the search space by searching only within the
k-hop neighbors for the two matched basic blocks. On average,
it takes about 42s to finish the matching on average.

We carefully investigate the results and observe two major
reasons. First, as mentioned in Section I, I NNER E YE +k-H OP
suffers from a serious out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problem. In
our experiment, it can only model 85.15% of the instructions
correctly, and will simply assign 0 to the embeddings of the
unmodeled instructions. Therefore, semantic information of a
large number of instructions is missing. Second, the pre-trained
model provided by the authors is trained specifically to handle
similarity detection between X86 and ARM basic blocks. It is
not suitable to perform cross-version and cross-optimizationlevel binary diffing.

Binary Size vs. Runtime. The runtime overhead of D EEP B IN D IFF has a high positive correlation to binary size. This
is due the to fact that the two most time-consuming steps in
D EEP B IN D IFF, namely embedding generation and matching,
are all directly bounded by the sizes of the ICFG, which are
largely decided by the binary sizes.
Figure 9 delineates how the binary size can affect the
runtime overhead in D EEP B IN D IFF. As we can see, the
relationship between binary size and runtime overhead is
somewhat linear. For example, it takes less than 100s for
diffing two binaries with sizes around 60kb. And for binaries
with sizes of 400kb, D EEP B IN D IFF needs about 1000s to
finish. Therefore, considering the linear relationship, we can
draw a conclusion that D EEP B IN D IFF scales reasonably well
with respect to the runtime overhead. Note that the embedding
generation component, which is responsible for the majority

In a nutshell, the scalability issue and OOV problem render
InnerEye unsuitable for common binary diffing scenarios. The
usage of supervised learning also makes it hard to have
balanced and representative dataset and generate a well-trained
model for different test settings.
G. C++ Programs Testing
As aforementioned, D EEP B IN D IFF relies on IDA Pro for
inter-procedural CFG generation. However, C++ programs
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TABLE III: Effectiveness Comparison with I NNER E YE +k-H OP

env
false
hostid
printenv
rmdir
sync
true
tty
uname
yes
Average

Cross-version (Coreutils v5.93 - v.830)
Recall
Precision
I NNER E YE +k-H OP
D EEP B IN D IFF
I NNER E YE +k-H OP
D EEP B IN D IFF
0.360
0.479
0.375
0.667
0.397
0.477
0.403
0.600
0.371
0.533
0.382
0.692
0.405
0.443
0.427
0.604
0.398
0.675
0.411
0.753
0.348
0.499
0.364
0.509
0.412
0.829
0.418
0.824
0.316
0.605
0.323
0.675
0.471
0.497
0.491
0.587
0.377
0.616
0.406
0.631
0.384
0.553
0.401
0.636

TABLE IV: C++ Programs Testing

LSHBOX
v1.0 vs v3.0

LSHBOX
v2.0 vs v3.0

indicators
v1.2 vs v1.4

indicators
v1.3 vs v1.4

psdlsh
rbslsh
rhplsh
thlsh
Average
psdlsh
rbslsh
rhplsh
thlsh
Average
blockprogressbar
multithreadedbar
progressbarsetprogress
progressbartick
progressspinner
timemeter
Average
blockprogressbar
multithreadedbar
progressbarsetprogress
progressbartick
progressspinner
timemeter
Average

BinDiff
0.556
0.526
0.528
0.539
0.534
0.906
0.876
0.912
0.873
0.892
0.943
0.796
0.814
0.659
0.920
0.637
0.795
0.796
0.945
0.814
0.659
0.920
0.637
0.795

Cross-optimization-level (Coreutils v5.93O1 - v5.93O3)
Recall
Precision
I NNER E YE +k-H OP
D EEP B IN D IFF
I NNER E YE +k-H OP
D EEP B IN D IFF
0.266
0.626
0.271
0.631
0.275
0.605
0.281
0.652
0.282
0.639
0.288
0.701
0.221
0.591
0.224
0.605
0.393
0.632
0.396
0.663
0.334
0.641
0.341
0.641
0.256
0.647
0.262
0.643
0.331
0.563
0.338
0.594
0.258
0.649
0.269
0.679
0.252
0.625
0.259
0.632
0.296
0.620
0.302
0.645

TABLE V: C++ Programs Testing Detailed Numbers

F1-score
D EEP B IN D IFF
0.876
0.889
0.895
0.877
0.884
0.975
1
1
1
0.994
0.958
0.843
0.873
0.852
0.989
0.814
0.888
0.867
0.929
0.924
0.936
1
0.940
0.932

LSHBOX
v1.0 vs v3.0

LSHBOX
v2.0 vs v3.0

indicators
v1.2 vs v1.4

indicators
v1.3 vs v1.4

psdlsh
rbslsh
rhplsh
thlsh
psdlsh
rbslsh
rhplsh
thlsh
blockprogressbar
multithreadedbar
progressbarsetprogress
progressbartick
progressspinner
timemeter
blockprogressbar
multithreadedbar
progressbarsetprogress
progressbartick
progressspinner
timemeter

Total
650
843
812
968
646
715
728
736
675
793
668
633
905
636
793
695
669
633
905
636

GT
89
108
107
90
240
252
269
249
82
83
79
70
93
70
83
85
79
79
107
70

Mc
78
9
96
79
234
252
269
249
79
70
69
62
92
57
72
79
73
68
107
67

Mw
11
12
11
11
6
0
0
0
3
13
10
8
1
13
11
6
6
11
0
2

in OpenSSL are used for an in-depth comparison between our
tool and the state-of-the-art commercial tool BinDiff.
DTLS Recursion Flaw. The first vulnerability (CVE-20140221) is in OpenSSL v1.0.1g and prior versions, and gets fixed
in v1.0.1h. It is a Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS)
recursion flaw vulnerability, which allows attackers to send an
invalid DTLS handshake to OpenSSL client to cause recursion
and eventually crash. Listing 1 shows the vulnerability along
with the patched code. As listed, patching is made to avoid
the recursive call by using a goto statement (Ln.9-10).

may expose additional challenges for generating complete
CFGs, and could have negative impact on the performance.
To this end, we leverage 2 popular open-source C++ projects
LSHBOX [8] and indicators [6] from GitHub, and select 3
major versions from each project to evaluate the effectiveness
of D EEP B IN D IFF with respect to C++ programs.
We report the experimental results in Table IV. Among all
the 10 C++ binaries, we can clearly see that D EEP B IN D IFF
outperforms BinDiff for 9 of them, and achieves a slightly
lower F1-score for only 1 binary (0.929 vs 0.945). When the
differences between the testing binaries are bigger, D EEP B IN D IFF performs much more stable than BinDiff. We further
present the detailed numbers for D EEP B IN D IFF during the
diffing in Table V. Columns 3-6 represent the total number
of basic blocks for the diff’ed binary, the number of basic
blocks in our collected ground truth, the number of correctly
matched basic blocks, and the number of wrongly matched
basic blocks, both by D EEP B IN D IFF.

To analyze this vulnerability, we feed a vulnerable version
(1.01h) as well as a patched version (1.01g) of OpenSSL into
the diffing tools and see if the tools can generate correct
matching for all the basic blocks, including the ones that
contain the vulnerability and the patch.
The total number of basic blocks is 11734. And our
ground truth collection process is able to collect 9591 blocks,
achieving a coverage of 82%. Both BinDiff and D EEP B IN D IFF
can achieve very high F1-scores of 0.947 and 0.962, because
of the high similarity between two adjacent versions. More
precisely, the two tools can correctly match 8659 and 9172
basic blocks respectively. Despite the high accuracy for both
tools, only D EEP B IN D IFF is able to match the vulnerability
correctly due to the function inlining technique.

H. Case Study
We further showcase the efficacy of D EEP B IN D IFF with
real-world vulnerability analysis. Two security vulnerabilities
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pop rdx
pop rcx
mov esi, dword ptr [rsp+1D8h+var_1D8]
mov dword ptr [r13+60h], 0
mov r8, rbx
mov rcx, rbp
mov edx, r12d
mov rdi, r13
call dtls1_get_message_fragment
jmp loc_40E34

mov rdx, [rdi+98h]
mov r12, rdi
cmp qword ptr [rdx+198h], 0
jz
short loc_3FEA8

mov rax, [r13+50h]
mov rax, [rax+8]
add rax, 0Ch
mov [r13+58h], rax
movsxd rax, dword ptr [r13+60h]
jmp loc_40FA1

cmp qword ptr [rdi+1F8h], 454Ch
mov eax, 454Ch
mov r12, rdi
cmovnb rax, [rdi+1F8h]
cmp rbp, rax
jbe short loc_3FFF0

mov rdx, [rdi+98h]
cmp qword ptr [rdx+198h], 0
jz
short loc_40018

(a) Matching Result from BinDiff
(a) Matching Result from BinDiff
pop rdx
pop rcx
mov esi, dword ptr [rsp+1D8h+var_1D8]
mov dword ptr [r13+60h], 0
mov r8, rbx
mov rcx, rbp
mov edx, r12d
mov rdi, r13
call dtls1_get_message_fragment
jmp loc_40E34

pop
pop
mov
mov
jmp

cmp qword ptr [rdi+1F8h], 454Ch
mov eax, 454Ch
mov r12, rdi
cmovnb rax, [rdi+1F8h]
cmp rbp, rax
jbe short loc_3FFF0

r8
r9
rax, [r13+88h]
dword ptr [r13+60h], 0
loc_4103F

mov rdx, [rdi+98h]
mov r12, rdi
cmp qword ptr [rdx+198h], 0
jz
short loc_3FEA8

(b) Matching Result from D EEP B IN D IFF

mov rdx, [rdi+98h]
cmp qword ptr [rdx+198h], 0
jz
short loc_40018

(b) Matching Result from D EEP B IN D IFF

Fig. 10: DTLS Recursion Flaw

Fig. 11: Memory Boundary Checking Failure
Listing 1: DTLS Recursion Flaw
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

s t a t i c long dtls1 get message fragment ( ) {
...
+ redo: ;
i f ( ( f r a g l e n = f r a g m e n t ( s , max , ok ) ) {
....
i f ( s−>m s g c a l l b a c k ) {
s−>m s g c a l l b a c k ( 0 , s−>v e r s i o n )
- return dtls1 get message fragment();

Listing 2: Memory Boundary Checking Failure
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

+ goto redo;
}

The patched function dts1 get message f ragment() is
inlined into function dts1 get message() in v1.0.1h. As
shown in Figure 10a, BinDiff fails to handle this case and
incorrectly matches the vulnerable function in v1.0.1h with
its caller in v1.0.1g, leaving dts1 get message() in v1.0.1g
unmatched. Therefore, it could not match the basic block
containing the recursive call to the basic block that has the
goto statement. Instead, it mistakenly matches the basic block
to another similar basic block but with completely different
context. Meanwhile, D EEP B IN D IFF finds the correct matching
shown in Figure 10b by considering both the semantics and
the program-wide structural information.

static int dtls1 preprocess fragment () {
size t frag off ;
f r a g l e n = msg hdr−>f r a g l e n ;
i f (( frag off + frag len ) > len ) | |
+ len > max handshake message len(s)) {
SSLerr ( ) ;
r e t u r n SSL AD ILLEGAL PARAMETER ;
}
/ / memory a l l o c a t i o n u s i n g l e n

We then feed the vulnerable version (1.1.0) and a patched
version (1.1.0a) into the tools and observe the results. There
are a total of 10359 basic blocks for the version 1.1.0 binary,
and we collect a ground truth of 8622 basic blocks. BinDiff
and D EEP B IN D IFF can correctly match 7204 and 7815 basic
blocks.
While both tools can achieve high accuracy, still, only
D EEP B IN D IFF is able to correctly match the vulnerability
patch. More specifically, we expect diffing tools to identify the
patch as a new insertion, while still matching the original basic
blocks, for the vulnerability analysis. Depicted in Figure 11a,
BinDiff mismatches the vulnerable basic block with the new
condition check basic block, rendering the real matching basic
block unmatched (shown as white block). For D EEP B IN D IFF,
it successfully matches the basic blocks and identifies the new
condition check as an insertion. This case study shows that
D EEP B IN D IFF can identify inserted basic blocks accurately,
with the help of its design choices and Algorithm 1.

This real-world case study shows that D EEP B IN D IFF is
very useful even when BinDiff can also achieve a very high
accuracy. The unique design of our system makes it more
accurate in harder scenarios that include function inline.
Memory Boundary Checking Failure. The second vulnerability (CVE-2016-6308) exists in OpenSSL v1.1.0 and the
prior versions, and gets fixed in v1.1.0a. The program fails to
check the length before memory allocation, allowing attackers
to allocate excessive amount of memory. As shown in Listing 2, the patch inserts a new condition check.

VIII.

D ISCUSSION

A. Compiler optimizations
Different compiler optimization techniques are one of the
major reasons for code transformation. For example, it is
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cially in IoT related security research [29], [27], [19]. Potentially, D EEP B IN D IFF could solve this issue by lifting binaries
into IR first and then perform diffing in the same way. We
leave this as a furture work.

TABLE VI: Compiler Optimizations
Optimizations
instruction scheduling
instruction replacement
block reordering
function inlining
register allocation

D EEP B IN D IFF Design
1) choose not to use sequential info as a part of context
for each instruction
2) exclude instruction sequence during block feature
vector generation
1) NLP technique is used to distill semantic information
1) treat the merged ICFG as an undirected graph
1) generate random walks across function boundaries
2) avoid function level matching
3) k-Hop greedy matching is done on top of ICFG
rather than CFG
1) register name normalization

IX.

R ELATED W ORK

A. Code Similarity Detection
Static Approaches. Static approaches usually transform binary code into graphs and then perform the comparison.
Bindiff [10], [25] performs many-to-many graph isomorphism
detection on callgraph to match functions and leverages CFG
matching for basic blocks. Binslayer [12] further augments
the graph matching with the Hungarian algorithm to improve
the matching results. Pewny et.al. [49] searches bugs by
collecting input/output pairs to capture the semantics of a
basic block and perform graph matching. To improve runtime
performance, discovRE [27] uses lightweight syntax features
and applies pre-filtering before matching. However, the prefiltering may significantly affect the accuracy [29]. To avoid
heavy graph matching, Tracelet [20] converts CFGs into a
number of paths with fixed-length called tracelets and then
matches them via rewriting. Esh [17] decomposes the functions into data-flow dependent segments named strands and
uses statistical reasoning to calculate similarities. GitZ [18]
finds strands equality through re-optimization. BinGo [14]
performs selective function inlining and extracts partial traces
for function similarity detection. These techniques can only
decompose within functions to abstain from massive number
of fragments. BinHunt [30] uses static symbolic execution
and theorem proving to extract semantics. CoP [40] also uses
symbolic execution to compute the semantic similarity of
blocks and leverages the longest common sub-sequence of
linearly independent paths to measure the similarity.

reported that about 10% functions with GCC O2 optimization
have been transformed by function inlining technique [21].
D EEP B IN D IFF is designed to handle common optimization
techniques as so to achieve high matching accuracy.
As shown in Table VI, the design of D EEP B IN D IFF takes
care of multiple most common compiler optimization techniques [15]. We deliberately choose to exclude some easy-tobreak assumptions such as the order of instructions and blocks,
CFG directions, function boundaries.
Particularly, when training the block feature vector generation model, instruction sequential information is not part of
context information. By considering ICFG as an undirected
graph, our system will not be affected by block reordering as
long as the two blocks are still k-hop neighbors. For function
inlining, D EEP B IN D IFF generates random walks based on
ICFG, meaning control dependency information is extracted
regardless of function boundary changes. Also, we choose not
to perform function level matching as in BinDiff to avoid being
affected by function boundary changes. Finally, k-Hop greedy
matching is based on ICFG other than CFG, therefore, block
matching is not affected.
B. Limitations

Dynamic Approaches. Blanket Execution [26] executes functions of the two input binaries with the same inputs and
compares monitored behaviors for similarity. iBinHunt [43]
extends the comparison to inter-procedural CFGs and reduces
the number of candidates of basic block matching by monitoring the execution under a common input. BinSim [44],
which is specifically proposed to compare binaries with code
obfuscation techniques, relies on system calls to perform
dynamic slicing and then check the equivalence with symbolic
execution. Essentially, dynamic analysis based approaches
by nature suffer from poor scalability and incomplete code
coverage problem.

Besides all the advantages, D EEP B IN D IFF still has a few
limitations. First, in practice, certain blocks are often merged
by the compiler to reduce branch mispredictions. Hence, the
numbers of blocks for the two binaries can be changed. In this
case, D EEP B IN D IFF could mistakenly categorize some blocks
as insertions or deletions since our system performs one-toone block matching. We argue that our tool can still match the
merged blocks to their most similar counterparts. Therefore, if
a block is semantic-rich (i.e., contains multiple instructions),
it will still be matched correctly to the merged block, leaving
only the less meaningful block unmatched.
Second, optimizations that drastically change the control
flow could thwart the effectiveness of D EEP B IN D IFF. This is
due to the fact that our analysis heavily relies on ICFG to
extract graph structural information in order to differentiate
semantically similar blocks, big change of control flow can
significantly affect the results. Consequently, D EEP B IN D IFF
is vulnerable to obfuscation techniques that completely alter
the CFG. Packing techniques [51], [24] that encrypt the code
can also defeat our system. But please note that no existing
learning-based techniques can do a better job since they all
rely on control flow information.

Learning based Approaches. Genius [29] forms attributed
CFGs and calculates the similarity via graph embeddings generated through comparing with a set of representative graphs
named codebook. Gemini [54] improves Genius by leveraging
neural network to generate function embeddings and trains
a Siamese network for similarity detection. αDiff [39] uses
a similar Siamese network with CNN to generate function
embeddings. This eliminates the need of manually-crafted
features. InnerEye [58] utilizes NLP techniques and LSTMRNN to automatically encode the information of basic blocks.
Asm2Vec [23] adopts an unsupervised learning approach by
generating token and function embeddings using PV-DM
model. However, it only works on function comparison. Also,

Third, D EEP B IN D IFF currently has no support for crossarchitecture diffing, which has become quite popular, espe14
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C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel unsupervised learning
based program-wide code representation learning technique
to perform binary diffing. To precisely match the blocks
within given binaries, we leverage NLP techniques to generate token embeddings which are further used to generate
block feature vectors containing semantic information. We then
generate inter-procedural CFGs (ICFGs), extract the programwide structural information from the ICFGs using TADW
algorithm and generate basic block level embeddings. Finally,
we propose a k-hop greedy matching algorithm to find optimal matching for the blocks. We implement a prototype
named D EEP B IN D IFF and evaluate it against 113 binaries from
Coreutils, Diffutils and Findutils, 10 C++ binaries, and 2 realworld vulnerabilities in OpenSSL under the scenarios of crossversion and cross-optimization-level diffing. The results show
that our system could outperform state-of-the-art techniques
by a large margin.
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